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What is a TeachMeet?

A TeachMeet is a great opportunity to learn from 
peers, to reflect on practices and tools from your work 

environment, and to share your expertise. Speakers 
will discuss any subject related to their action 

research project and they will share their experience.

10 min/speaker
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Svetla Mavrodieva
Bulgaria

Marika Emese Cimpean
Romania
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Teaching with differentiation 

OR
How to overcome the challenge to teach a mixed-level ESL class

Svetla Mavrodieva _ 12th May, 2022





Getting started





In an ideal world I would personalize every lesson to every student…..



Content is what I am going to teach

Process is how students will learn it 

in the activities

Product is how students will show 

they have learnt.





● NOTE The downside of differentiating materials in this way can draw 

unwelcome attention to students’ ability and lead to a loss of confidence or 

demotivation. HAVE TO make it less obvious that materials are differentiated!



NOTE: Talk to a co-worker; Call for ideas, any   ideas………………. Appoint an observer to the 
group







How to stop phubbing?*

Can arrangement of no-phone zones and activities decrease 
students' screen time during breaks and promote their 

interaction and communication both during breaks and lesson 
time as well? 

TeachMeet

Stasele Riskiene | May 12, 2022

*snubbing someone you're talking with in person in favour of your phone 



ETWINNING PROJECT



BEFORE THE ACTION RESEARCH

Pupils spending most of their break time on phones



GETTING READY FOR THE ACTION RESEARCH

1.T. Set up of no-phone zones 
2.T&S. Discussion with pupils about the problem of 

phubbing. 
3.T&S. Initial survey 
4.T. Presentation of the no-phone zone.
5.S. Students join the no-phone zones on their free 

will. 
6.T. Observation during breaks. Mid-survey. 
7.S. (If everything goes on well) Students think of 

their own activities in no-phone zones. 
8.T. Observation (to spot possible changes in 

lessons 
as well). 

9. T&S. Final survey and discussion with pupils.
10.T&S. Sharing the results with school community. 

„You could perhaps detail a bit more about your 
intervention, to be fully understood by your 
reader. Could you clarify how your students will 
use QR Code treasure hunts, if they don’t have 
access to their mobiles? Will you have other 
sorts of QR Code Readers in the room?“

„About the implementation steps, perhaps it 
would make more sense if you switched no. 3 
and no. 2. It would help you in your research if 
you first did the surveys and only then 
discussed the importance of reducing the 
screen time, so that students wouldn’t feel 
tempted to manipulate their answers according 
to what you expect from them.“



GETTING READY FOR THE ACTION RESEARCH

Checking the average Screen Time
from 2 hours 50 minutes 

to 10 hours 30 minutes

How do you feel about it?
shocked

no worry
easy breezy

What are the reasons?
there is nothing else to do



DURING THE ACTION RESEARCH



DURING THE ACTION RESEARCH

More pupils joining games every day 



AFTER THE ACTION RESEARCH

Has you Screen Time 
decreased?

Have you got more ideas how 
to spend time with friends?



AFTER THE ACTION RESEARCH

Pupils initiating their own 
games

and even reading fairy tales!



NEW NO-PHONE ZONES AT SCHOOL



Action Research
in School Education

@AReTwinning featured group

TeachMeet 12th May 2022

Marika Emese Cîmpean
@AReTwinning group moderator
“Education, Reflection, Development” Doctoral School 
(Babeș-Bolyai University, Romania)



@AReTwinning  

Have you ever wondered how you can solve a challenge in
your teaching practice effectively? If yes, welcome to our
group. The aim of this group is to help teachers/ student
teachers to turn “classroom challenges” into “researchable
questions” and thereby come up with more effective and
sustainable solutions. As a group member, you can get access
to updated knowledge and learning events on educational
action research as well as have opportunities to share your
action research ideas and network with other eTwinning
teachers to establish fruitful collaborative projects.



@AReTwinning group



Online events



Online events



@AReTwinning: #eTwinningDay Slow Twitter Chat

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

#AReTwinning

https://spcodex.wiki/wiki/File:Twitter_Logo_Blue.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


@AReTwinning: eTwinning – creativity and innovation conference



First online event – JOIN US!

• Register as a presenter: 
https://forms.gle/qP9SgvJqdH
S3U3zv7

• Join as a participant (14th of 
May 2022, from 13.00 CET):
https://forms.gle/kFkF2t8MLu
fnnGyd7

https://forms.gle/qP9SgvJqdHS3U3zv7
https://forms.gle/kFkF2t8MLufnnGyd7


@AReTwinning



Can introducing the reward grid together with mindfulness and 
growing mindset techniques improve the quality of attention in 

the class (and spark the interest of learning)? 

Teachers as Researchers: Improving Classroom Practice 
through Action Research.

TeachMeet

Mgr. Edita Roberts, DiS.

May 2022



SCHOOL INTRODUCTION

I am conducting the Action Research in a primary school in Velvary, a small town of about 2000 
inhabitants in the Czech Republic. Our school is located about 35 Km north west of our Capital city 
Prague. 550 students (+30 Ukrainians recently), children age 6-15. My class of 5th graders (11 year 
olds). 8 out of the 21 children need an individual approach due to dyslexia, ADD or ADHD syndrome, 
psychological, psychiatrical or socially disadvantaged reasons.



ABOUT THE RESEARCH:

MY BELIEFS – EQUALITY , EACH CHILD SHOULD GROW TO THEIR FULL POTENTIAL

2 PARALLEL CLASSES – 1 NOT REACHING THE SAME STANDARDS

NOT PAYING THE ATTENTION

POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY – SIR ANTHONY SELDON

Gratitude and keeping positive leads us to better actions. Reward grid chart to create an environment that is more suitable 
for the acquisition of knowledge (keeping quiet; listening to the teacher; keeping eye contact with the teacher,etc.) and the 
reward part within it will, I hope, keep the children motivated. 
Techniques of mindfulness and splitting the learning material into more manageable portions. Believing in the children and 
their abilities. Enjoyment the learning process-. Deeper understanding of the world. and the broader subjects they are going 
to start learning soon. All in all – learn to pay attention and subsequently to learn - undisturbed and happy. 

Tato fotka od autora Neznámý autor s licencí CC BY-SA

https://www.picpedia.org/highway-signs/e/equality.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


1.

Children got excited (and fixed) about the rewards – some of them hard to fulfill – their pet at
school and a TikTok video with the teacher! 



1.

Exempt from my reflective diary: 

„…Attention was great today!

I hope for more days like this… I also divided the lesson into two shorter segments and give them brake to 
stretch, to drink and to relax for a minute. We did some breathing exercise together. 

At the end - my second lesson of the day I gave them another page for their Gratitude Journal. 

Even though we did some of the gratitude activities last week it was very difficult for some of the kids to think 
about themselves, what are they daily goals and what are they grateful for... I had to help few kids to get 
started. One kid told me that he doesn't enjoy doing the gratitude journal.“ 

Tato fotka od autora Neznámý autor s licencí CC BY-
SATato fotka od autora Neznámý autor s licencí CC BY

http://researchparent.com/gratitude-journal-for-kids/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://foto.wuestenigel.com/thank-you/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


1.

Some examples from the kid‘s Gratitude Journal

„What are your goals for the end of the school year? 

„..to successfully finish my studies this year“ 

„.. to jump into the water from a big height“ 

„.. to finish reading my huge book about Star Wars“

Another boy's goal was to be a friend with one other girl from the class. I knew they were 
not on very friendly books few years back but I did not realise that (even though there are 
tolerating each other) this boy suffers from not being a friend with her for so long! And 
that he wants to make it better! I have to help him with that.



1.

The ongoing pandemic has evoked huge difficulties in children’s 
lives. It destabilised their families that has had a further effect on 
their education, their mental health, it destroyed their 
psychological as well as physical development. School is very 
often the only place for children to feel safe.

•Teacher - driven professional development

•We need to help children to grow academically AND 
personally

•My primary role is to engage children in my teaching
methods – my research must not to be too demanding on my 
teaching time



1.

Digital skills - important part of our education and we need to ensure that all 
children have equal access to it (soon, they’ll have jobs that don’t even exist, yet!).

But it is the bond between students and teachers that lies in the heart of student’s 
performance and development and it is fundamental to their success. „Let’s see 
the current era as a new revolution of education where digital tools give us more 
freedom to look after ourselves – students and teachers alike“. (Sir A. Seldon)



1.

Downsides:

Planning carefully the time when to conduct the research

Easter time / holidays / travelling abroad / time for research interrupted

Tato fotka od autora Neznámý autor s licencí CC 
BY-SA

https://cutetropolis.com/2021/04/04/easter-bunnies/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


1.

Conclusion:

The class where I started the Action Research has changed incredibly. The findings overcame my 
expectations – we learned to work in a different mind settings. The children know they‘ll get
their breaks during the lesson (to drink, to stretch, to do a simple breathing exercise) but for the
rest of the lesson they keep the attention (in majority). 

I will continue in Action Research further – I love the idea of helping to solve my own problems
in the class and I am also planning to make the mindset and growing mindset activities to be a 
part of my teaching methods. 

Questions:

Are you concentrating on wellbeing of students? 
Do you have time to ask them how they are 
and to wait for their answers? 

Will you conduct an Action Research again? 



Questions



Complete your action research report ppt

Submissions deadline: Wednesday, 
25 May 2022, 12:00 PM

Assessment deadline: Monday, 
30 May 2022, 11:59 PM



Call for Abstracts

https://www.schooleducationgateway.eu/downloads/files/CFA2022-actionresearch.pdf

The call for abstracts is open until 31 May 2022 (23.59 CEST)




